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Over 200 journals and an extensive publication program in the Social Sciences and Behavioral Sciences, including:

- AIDS and Behavior
- Archives of Sexual Behavior
- Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders
- Journal of Quantitative Criminology
- Mindfulness
- Quality & Quantity
- Quality of Life Research
- Social Indicators Research
- The American Sociologist
- Theory and Society
Diverse Types of Books

- **Springer Reference:**
  *Encyclopedia of Criminology and Criminal Justice*

- **Handbooks:**
  *Handbook of Survey Methodology for the Social Sciences*

- **Book Series**
  *Springer Series in Evidence-Based Crime Policy*

- **Research Monographs**

- **Edited Volumes**

- **Textbooks**
  *Statistics in Criminal Justice*

- **Springer Briefs**
SpringerBriefs

- A line of concise softcover books across all of the areas where Springer publishes
- Published in print and electronic formats
- 50-125 printed pages
- Rapid publication time: 65 days on average
- Types of topics:
  - Report of state-of-the-art technique or methodology
  - In-depth case study (too long for journal article)
  - Snapshot of a ‘hot’ or emerging topic
Book Publishing
Advantages of Publishing with Springer
Formats

- All Springer books are published in Print, eBook, and MyCopy
  - **MyCopy**: softcover version of almost every title, available to students for $24.99
How to Publish a Book with Springer: Get in touch with us!

1) Author fills out book proposal form
   - Topic and Title
   - Level: research, graduate or undergraduate
   - Unique features/coverage

2) Springer subject editor evaluates proposal, may ask for changes

3) Proposal review by fellow scientists

4) Discussing publishing agreement: date of delivery, financial rewards

5) Manuscript preparation and delivery

6) Book production

7) Announced to the market, promotion

8) Publication

9) Distribution and Sales

10) New edition
Preparing a Proposal

Things to consider:

• Give a specific description of your topic, in the context of your field
• Research the competition: what else is already out there, what makes your book different?
• Consider your audience: Researchers? Graduate students? General public?
• Organization/structure: explain your reasoning
• Special considerations: background/current research or market trends, your special qualifications, upcoming conferences, etc
Preparing a Manuscript

- Online resources: http://www.springer.com/authors

- Consider: are permissions required for certain passages or figures?
Book Production Process: Basic Overview

- Final Manuscript submitted to Springer
- Proofs of Each Chapter sent to Corresponding Author for Review
- Author Corrections incorporated and Full Proofs sent to Volume Editors (if Edited)
- Final Editor Corrections Incorporated
- Book Published as E-Book on Springerlink.com:
  - Instantly available to libraries and other e-book package subscribers
- Print Book Publishes
Marketing and Promotion

- E-marketing
- Conference attendance
- Social media
- Press Releases
How to Publish a Journal Article with Springer: Submit!

- Springer has over 2,000 subscription-based journals, and approximately 340 fully open-access journals
- Every year, across all of our journals we work with more than 100,000 reviewers and more than 300,000 authors
- Most journals offer an electronic submission and peer-review, and we handle the manuscript from submission to publication
- Through electronic publication on Springerlink, your published article will be available to over 10 million desktops internationally
1. Choosing the Right Journal: Journal Selector Tool

- Type in specific keywords about your article to target the best-fit journal

—From: http://www.springer.com/authoracademy
2. Help with Manuscript Preparation: Journal Author Academy

Visit Springer.com/AuthorAcademy to get to a variety of other resources too:

- Structuring a Manuscript for Submission
- Preparing Tables and Figures
- Publishing Ethics and Plagiarism
- How to Respond to Peer Review and Revision Requests
- Copyright and Permissions

Also has resources for Peer Reviewers:
- Evaluating an Article
- Preparing a Reviewer Report
3. Article Submission: Editorial Manager

- One central database: for all authors, submissions, reviews, and reviewers
- Upload article, cover letter, and all tables and figures
- Journal Editor-in-Chief will oversee blind peer review process, and return reviews or decision to you via email
Rapid Article Publication

TAT (Turn-Around Time): length of time from article acceptance to publication

TAT: American Journal of Criminal Justice

• Springer-wide average: 21 days, the fastest in the industry
Publication on Springerlink
eFirst – rapid online publication, measurable usage

- **SpringerLink** content database is the central access point for researchers in Science, Technology and Medicine, containing 7 million journal articles and book chapters
  - Springer Book Archive project: more than 70,000 titles available for digitization
  - eBooks are compatible with the well-known eReaders, iPad, Kindle, Nook

SpringerLink serves 600 consortia and more than 35,000 institutions worldwide
Mobile Compatibility

Through publication on Springerlink, the e-version of the book or journal article is available as an optimized file for reading on a variety of devices.

The Springerlink re-launched at the end of 2012, and is constantly improving to set or keep pace with industry standards.
Structural changes in industrial electricity use: the case of the pulp and paper industry in Sweden

Eva Henriksson, Robert Lundmark

Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to analyse altering energy demand patterns and energy factor substitution possibilities over time in the pulp and paper industry in order to increase our understanding of suitable policy options for increasing energy efficiency. The investigation employs a flexible translog cost function and an unbalanced panel data set covering 32 pulp and paper mills over the time period 1974–2005 in Sweden. Specifically, we test whether energy factor demand patterns in the industry for the period 1974–1990 differ from those during the latter period, 1991–2005. The empirical results reveal that even though the Swedish pulp and paper industry is relatively insensitive to changes in energy factor input prices in the short run, we find evidence of significant changes over time. According to the results, the own-price sensitivity of fuel has increased since the 1970s and the 1980s, thus indicating that fuel demand has become more sensitive to short-run changes in relative prices. The estimated cross-price elasticities between electricity and fuel also support the hypothesis of increased substitutability over time. However, the null hypothesis of an equal own-price elasticity of electricity demand across the two time periods cannot be rejected.
Springerlink Keeps Improving

Then...

Now

Auto-suggest in search (based on Google keyword data)

Limit search results to only accessible content

Two page preview of every document (not just recent book chapters)
Open Access Options

“Green” Options:
• Authors may archive their latest *author-formatted version* of an article in the required repository after a 6- or 12-month embargo period (depending on policy).

Visit: Springer.com/OpenAccess for more detailed information.

“Gold” Options: Immediate, full open access of published article

• All Springer journals offer an open access publication option for individual articles called *Springer OpenChoice*:
  — Opt-in and pay open access fee at start of Production Process (after acceptance).
  — Published article will be immediately deposited in any required repository with no embargo period and available for free to anyone who visits Springerlink.

• Springer also offers a range of 340 fully open access journals under the *SpringerOpen* and BioMed Central brands.
And did you know about…?

**SpringerReference.com**
A real time reference work

**Authormapper.com**
A snapshot of research

**SpringerImages.com**
A database of images

**LatexSearch.com**
Search by formula
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